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JOHN RAMSAY was born about 14641 the son of Sir John  Ramsay of Corstoun.
The  story of his  early life and introduction to the court of James III of  Scotland
are lost to us but by 1482  he had already risen sufliciently high  for his sovereign
to  plead  successfully for his  life  at the incident of Lauder Bridge. The  King,
reportedly uninterested in the  usual  mania! pursuits and the business of
government, had  gathered  around himself  a  circle  of low-born artists, crafts-
men and professionals to the  exclusion  of  those  of the  heredity nobilitary who
regarded  themselves as his natural advisers. When Richard, Duke  of  Gloucester
led  a  punitive English  expeditionary force across the border fo_r the second  time
in July 1482, and James was finally moved  to  summon  the  nobles  to  assemble
their forces  at Lauder, the frustrated  magnates t_ook the  opportunity of hanging
the  King’s  ‘ favourites’ from  Lauder  Bridge in his  presence.  According to
the sixteenth century writer, Robert Lindsay of  Pitscottie, 2 Ramsay saved
himself by leaping behind James on his  horse  so  that  he  could  only be taken
by assaulting the  King‘s  person. Ramsay was apparently eventually spared
because  of his  youth  and the King was conducted to Edinburgh Castle  where
he  appears  to  have remained until  the English withdrew in Septembm',3 seem-
ingly content with  the capture of  Berwick.

The  course  of events in Scotland in the months immediately after July,
1482, is very uncertain  but it appears that James III had resumed  some sort
of  control  by early in the following year and as  principal  survivor of the  King's
former confidants, John Ramsay was well placed for preferment. On 16th
February, 1483, the Scottish  Parliament  meeting at Edinburgh confirmed the
grant to Ramsay of the key castle of  Bothwell  in the fertile Clyde valley with
40  marks  annuity from the lands of Moniepennie.‘1 King James' government
appears  to have  enjoyed  a  temporary renewal of credibility and stability,
marked, or  perhaps caused  by the recruitment of two  respected academics
to the royal  council:  William Elphinstone, Rector of  Glasgow  University
and  later founder  of Aberdeen University,“ and John Irelande, an  adviser
and  ambassador  of Louis XI now released from  service  by the  death  of the
latter  in  1483.“

After the' 1gnominy of Richard of Gloucester’ 5  almost unopposed excursion
into  Scotland into  the very capital, diplomatic  action was  taken, firstly to
renew  the  French  alliance following the death of Louis XI.  A  new  treaty
was concluded with Charles  VIII  on 13th  March, 1484. 7  A further successful
English  naval  expedition in the early summer  of  1484 led James III to  make
overtures for an  agreement  with the King of England, and on  30th  and  31st
August  commissioners were  appointed  to  ‘treat for‘ peace  and alliance with
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Richard, King of England ’3 and to negotiate  a  marriage  between  the  Scottish
King’ 5 eldest son James,  Duke  of  Rothesay and the Lady. Anne,-.  niece  of
Richard, King of England and  o_nly daughter  of John, Duke  of  Suffolk.’ 9
Richard III received the embassy m  the Great Hall of  Nottingham Castle  on
12th September, enthroned‘ Under  hys  clothe  of  ryalle  estate.’ 1° After  8 dgys,
the  eight Scottish  and fourteen English  negotiators  agreed  terms  and a.  marriage
treaty and an indenture for a. truce  were  drawn up and  sealed. Arrangements
were made  for further meetings to be  held  to  settle  the  afl‘airs  of thé  Marches  ,
A month  later James III ratified the treaty at Edinburgh. 11

'John  Ramsay’s name does  not appear on the  documents  of  these negoti-
ations  but  there  is evidence of his activity and  influence  from  other  sources.
In  September  of the  previous  year  (1483) as ‘ our servant and squire of the
chamber  '  he received the  King’s  grant of all the lands formerly held  by-
Alexander  Kennedy. 1* In  1484  and  subsequent  years he is  named  in the
Exchequer  Recogds as an auditor of the  Exchequer, is again alluded. to as
havigglgn oflice  in the King' s  Household, and is  a  commissioner for  Crown
Lan s

The same  year  John  Ramsay appears  to have  married  Isabell  Cant, widow,
of one  Thomas  of Dunbarton, for they jointly received the  grant  of the mill at
Strathmiglo 1n Fife and  a nineteen-year  lease of lands 1n Perthshire:  ‘.to  cure
lovit familiare squyar Johne  Ramsay and Isabell Cant his spouse_. .the half
of our landis of the Twa. Kinkellis with the  pertintentis  liand in  oure  lord-
schip of. Straithern within our schirefdome of  Perth.  21‘ During 1485  the
records  begin  to  refer  to Ramsay as  ‘Lord  Bothwell’ notably m the  Exchequer
audit  of  148515 and the roll of Parliament. 1" At the  sittihg of  Parliament  on
26th May, 1485, it was resolved to send six  ambassadors  and  forty-six  servants
to  meet  with the English 111 York to  conclude,  the  terms  of the  marriage  treaty
agreed In  principle  at Nottingham  m  the previous year. Whether the  almbassa-
dors  set out is not clear. Certainly the tre'aty came  to nothing be'cause of
Richard’s  death' m August.  According to Lindsay of  Pitscottielf’ the  ambaséa-
dors were  present  in Richard’s .camp before  Boswort'h  which  at first sight
seems  unlikely. However, it is possible that  they were diverted from York
because  of the plague  and‘ the  sweat' which infected that  city“ and  they
may.  have  intended to  meet  the English negotiators at  Nottingham  or  Leicester
when the  call  to  zirms  intervened.

Lindsay also  reports  the  presence  of  a contingent  of  1000 Scotsman  in
Henry Tudor' s  force“ as  does  the earlier historian John  Major  whose work
was  first  published In  1521.  2° It  seems  likely that these  Scots were  ‘Les Garde
Ecossaise' ,  an aristocratic, part-mercenary,  part-ceremonial force  originally
recruited m Scotland by the French  Kings from 1419 onwards though  by the
eighteenth  century they were  Scots 1n name  only.  21 It has  been  suggested  that
arrangements could- have been initiated for the  Scots  reinforcements when
Bernard  Stuart,- -an  officer  of the Scottish Archers of the guard, led the  French
embassy to  Scotland  for the  Treaty of  March,  1484. 2" Certainly Charles  VIII
would not have ventured to send the  Scots  guards  against  England without
the  agreement  of James III. 23 These negotiations could also account  for John
Ramsay’s  otherwise uncharacteristically ready acceptance (as  a  _confidential
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agént) by Henry VII  after  his accession. According to  Major“ Henry also
received assistance in  exile  from Patrick King, a  Scots  merchant  of  Rouen
who  provided  both hospitality and  finance.  whilst  Polydore  Vergilaa. mentions
the affection with which he was regarded by Isabella, Dowager Duchess  of
Britanny,.a-Scottish  princess and.aunt to James III. .

'Whatever the real Scottish  contribution  to the web of conspiracy and
armed force that  placed Henry Tudor upon' the throne of England, the initial’
relations were  cordial. 0n  22nd September, 1485, John  Ramsay with  others
received  a safe conduct to attend the coronation on  30th  October26 a'nd'during
the winter the  Scots  were  apparently either allowed to recapture  Dunbar  or

.else they took  the  opportunity provided by‘ the unsettled  state  of English
affairs. John  Ramsay was  subsequently appointed  -  Keeper  of  Dunbar
Castle.27 In March of the following year Henry rewarded with £20 annuity
Sir Alexander  Bruce  of Earleshall, one of the  Scots  leaders said by Lindsay
of,  Pitscottie  to have been at Bosworth: ‘in gracious remuneration of his
good  faithful. and  approved  services and his  great  labours in various  ways,
heretofore  and lately done  m person  by the  King’s  command and still continued
to the  King’s  certain  knowledge.’ 2”

Shortly afterwards, in  early May, 1486, open diplomacy was resumed
with Henry commissioning Thomas, Lord  Dacre as lieutenant of the West
Matches  with power to treat 'with the King of  Scots’ envoys. James for his
part appointed- an embassy consisting of-‘ William (Elphinstone), Bishop of
Aberdeen, John, Lord BothweII, John, Lord  Kennedy; Robért, Abbot  of
Holyrood; Master Archibald Whitelaw, Archdeacon of St. Andrew  m Lothian,
his secretary and John  Rosse  of Montgrenane to conclude a truce with Henry,
King of  England.’ The  resultant  truce concluded at  London  on 3rd  July,
1486, was intended  to  last for  3  years with the castle and  toWn  of  Berwick
to remain  neutral.  “9 ’A marriage was  projected  between James  III’s  second,
son, James, Marquis of Ormond and the Lady Katharine Plantagenet, daughter
of Edward IV.

'  Also in July, 1486, James  III’s queen, Margaret of Denmark, died. It
has been  suggested  that her benign  influence  was in part  responsible  for
James’ temporary' recovery from the political crisis of  1482.  3° Certainly
James’ relations with  some  of the nobility soon  took  a  turn for the worse.
There is little documentary evidence of John  Ramsay’s  activities during the
following year  nor of any overt  negotiations  with England, perhaps  because
of the  Simnel  rebellion m England. It was not until  November, 1487, that
further negotiations were concluded by an indenture between  James’ envoy
‘  Snawdon  Herald’ and Henry’s ‘Carlile Herald’ which indicates  that a  new
marriage  treaty- was now  being proposed.  the widower James III to marry
Elizabeth, dowager  queen  of England and his heir, the  eldest  son, J_an_1es, Duke
of  Rothesay, to marry Katharine, sister to  Henry’ 5  queen.  31 It is  intriguing
that this  marriage  for Elizabeth Woodville was being actively considered  some
six months  after  Henry had stripped her of her dignities, possessions and
‘  retir'ed  ’  her to Bermondsey nurmery."2 Henry’s motives  for this new move
are even less explicable than his earlier  treatment  of. his mother-in-law.  James‘
III’s  motives are more transparent. He  desperately needed  help to'control
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his magnates and a  double  marriage alliance  with  the  English King may have
seemed  to imply just  that.

By this time  John  Ramsay seems  to  have  achieved a  supreme position
in James’ court  but he  does  not  seem  to have had any restraining influence
on the  King’s  clumsy dealings  with the nobles. It is  reported  that James
issued instructions that  no-one  should bear arms  within  the precincts of the
court.33 This was an eminently sensible innovation from the  point  of view
of royal  security but considering the traditions and  temperament  of  those
concerned  it  was, of course, a  diplomatic blunder of the first  magnitude.  The
error  was  compounded  by the  exemption  of John Ramsay, the favourite who
survived  Lauder Bridge, to  become  captain of the King’s  bodyguard, and the
recruitment  of foreign mercenaries to the guard. At the parliament of  1487
the King succeeded  in dismissing the Justices  South  of Forth and achieving
the  appointment  of his own  nominees  including John Ramsay, the Lord
Bot'hwell. The Justices for the  north parts, the  Earls  of Crawford and Huntly
were loyalist.“ Early in  1488  when it  became apparent  that  a  confederacy
of the magnates was  plotting against  him, James  sent  his  uncle, the Lord
Buchan, on a  secret  mission to negotiate  support  from  Henry VII.as Pinkerton
has  suggested that  Henry was simultaneously treating with the  rebel conspirators
on the evidence  that  in May, 1488, he granted  a  safe  conduct  and  protection
to  several  of  them  to  come  to  England  with 160 horsemen for  unspecifiqd
business. 3“ However, a safe-conduct had  been  issued on 7th July, 1486, in
similar  terms with  the  exception  that  it was ‘at the  request  of James, King
of  Scots.’ 3" This  single omission seems  hardly to justify the  sinister implications
imputed  to the  latter  document.

Whatever  diplomatic manoeuvres were  in fact' m progress they must have
reached some climax that justified  Ramsay's  being in London in April, 1488,
when  he is  mentioned  as being present  by an observer of the  Easter  celebrations
at  Henry VII's court.” Ramsay’s  activities are further evidenced by the
contemporary Auditor’s Privy Seal Book  of the (English) Exchequer  which
records authorisation  for  payment  of £13 6s. 8d. to ‘ the  Lord  Bothewell of
Scotland  ’  by way of reward.” The  same  writ  authorises payments  of £10
to  Henry's  Carlisle pursuivant, to  ‘  Clerewey ’  herald of the King of France
and to Henry Wyot clerk  of the  King’ s  Jewels.  These appear  to be a strange
quartet indeed.  Some explanation  of  Carlisle  pursuivant and  Master Henry
Wyot  is provided by a  warrant of 5th May for a commission for the  latter
to act as ambassador to  meet with  the ambassadors of James, King of Scotland
and treat for  a  ten-year  truce with Scotland.“o Whether  any significance
should be attached to the simultaneous  payment  to the French herald is
problematical.

Was John  Ramsay in England  negotiating support  for his  sovereign?
Did he als_o see the likelihood or even inevitability of James’ downfall and
arrange to be  absent?  Certainly events were  moving to  a  climax  after the
dissident  group of  nobles  had seized James’ heir at Stirling in February.“1
Early in May, having assembled loyal support from the  north-east, James
met the  rebels  at  Blackness near  the Forth  where  a  short  skirmish  was followed
by negotiations. According to later ofiicial  accounts  by the successful  rebel
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faction, King James was  constrained  to  abdicate  in favour of his son but
was  persuaded  by Ramsay to  renounce  his promises.“ The  final confron-
tation at  Sauchjeburn  near-Stirling was  concluded  by the  flight  and  murder
of the  King.  Whether Ramsay returned  to Scotland and  took *part  in the
final events is not  clear  but  seems unlikely in  View  of the fact he is not
mentioned' m any of the  subsequent  accounts. The  triumph  of the dissident
nobles .pretending to act in  protection  of the  young prince, now King James IV,
was inevitably followed  by a  parliament  of  attainders  and grants which on
6th  October  dutifully rehearsed  the offences of Ramsay and  others including
‘  treasonably taking counsel  with the  English King and stirring up-the late
King to  appear  in arms in violation of the conditions agreed to at Blackness.’
It  then recorded sentence  on the absent John Ramsay: '

-  ‘  This court of  parhament  shows for law and I give for  doom  that forasmuch
as it is found by sentence  of  parliament  that John, Lord Bothwell has  com-
mitted  and done treason against our sovereign lord the King and his  realm
in all the  points  and articles above written contained in the summons  made
thereupon  except  the  time  after Blackness.  Thus  therefore he has forfeit to
our sovereign Lord the  King his  life, lands, offices, goods removable  and
unmovable and all  others  his possessions  that  he had within the  realm  of
Scotland evermore  to remain  with  out said sover_eign lord his heirs and succes-
sors  for his treason and offence. And  that  I  give  for  doom.’ ‘3

The  same parliament granted  away Ramsay’s  title, creating Lord Hailes
to be Earl of‘ Bothwell.

In England at  Michaelmas, Ramsay’s  wife received £20 from the Exchequer
in her own right. ‘4 Which may perhaps  indicate that she was at Court whilst
her  husband  was  absent  on Henry" 5 service. By Easter  of the following year
he had  begun  to  feoeive  regular half-yearly payments of an  annuity of 50  marks
which was increased to 100  marks' m 1491:15

As  recent fugitive from  the very highest  level  of the Scottish  government
John  Ramsay could obviously be a.very valuable addition  to Henry VII's
diplomatic  service for his intimate knowledge not only of  Scotland’s internal
politics and attitudes to England but also of the relations with France. The
English King was  also  not  averse  to  allowing Ramsay to deal with  those  in
Scotland  who  opposed  the new  regime  for in  1491  he lent  £266 13s.  4d. to
Ramsay, James  Earl  of  Buchan  and Sir  Thomas  Todde ‘  knight  of Scotland  ’
to finance a  conspiracy to capture  ‘  the  King of Scottis now  reynyng and his
brother the  Duke  of  Roos  and deliver  them into  the  Kipg’s hands’.  Sir
Thomas Todde  had  left  his son with  Henry VII as security on the loan. 4°
There  Is no evidence  remaining that  the  attempt  was ever  made, or  t_hat there
were  any repercussions  from Henry. Certainly Ramsay remained in  favour
as evidenced by his  increased  annuity. It would be interesting to know whether
there  was any connection  between  this  plot  and the correspondence that  Henry
was engaged in with  Alexander Gordon  the  Master  (Heir) of  Huntly.  This
magnate  was clearly m'oved to  repent  his failure to  support  James  III’s cause
at  Sauchieburn  when this led to not the abdication but the  slaughter  of the
King, for in  1491  he wrote to Henry: ‘.  . .  remember the treasonable and
cruel slaughter of my sovereign lord and King falsely slain by a  part  (if his
false and  untrue le'iges”  . And because of my loyalty and allegiance I  have
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put me. in devoirs with my sovereign lords friends and  kinsmen  to  cause  the
committers  of the said murder to be  punished  according to  justice  and the
honour  of our realm. For the which I and the  others  of my lords and
fellows  most humbly beseech your  grace to put your  hande  for the  tenderness
of blood  .  . .betwixt my sovereign  lord,  whom  God assoil and your grace. .  .  ."7

Now of  course  we  know that Henry Tudor  was amaster player of  this‘
game  of Kings, and  Ramsay, Gordon, Buchan  and many others were but
pawns. Even while Henry was  secretly encouraging them  against James IV,
he was  receiving the  ofiicial  ambassadors of that king. Eventually both
sovereigns  must have  concluded that  peace  would be the  most profitable  cause
for the  time  being as a. truce was signed in  1491  to last until the  next year  and
was  then extended until April,  1494,  and at  length  the question _of an English
marriage for the young Scottish  king was raised.“ .

The circumstances of John  Ramsay’s  eventual  return  to Scotland in  149649
are obscure but in view of his attainder and the  number  of his  enemies  still
remaining at the  Scottish court, itseems  likely that he  came undef Henry VII’s
letters of protectiop as an accredited  diplomat.  He may also  have been granted
English nationality by letters of denizationvas  further  protection.
.  Henry may well have  been  convinced  that Ramsay was just the man to

deflect James IV from the course of war that would  inevitably result  from his
patronage of  ‘ Perkin  Warbeck ’. By 1496  James had  come  of age and by
sheer competence  and personality transformed his  position from puppet king
to  respected  sovereign and diplomat.  However  he  never lost  the  burden  of
guilt  he Had  assumed  for his  fathe_r’s  tragic death in the  coup which  placed
him (probably unwillingly) on the  throne.  It is  clear that  whatever  enemies
he had  made  as James  III’s‘  principal adviser,  Ramsay found that.the  King’s
sbn was not  among them. . ' .

.  Space do’es  not  permit  an account ,of the  6  years of James  IV—fs relations
with the professed  Richard  IV which are well-evidenced in the  Public  Records
of  Scotland?” .suflice to say that he invested an amazing amount  of  money
and efi'brt in one who has  been  held to be  a  mere  imposter. It is parficularly
ironic that ‘ Prince Richard  of England  ’  as he is  often  referred to in the  records
should, in January,  1496, receive  in marriage the  Lady Katherine  Gordon,
sister of the Earl of Huntly who had earlier  been  in treasonable  correspop'dence
with Henry‘YII. ,  . ', ' _

Several  writers  have  expressed  disapproval  of John Ramsay’s  subsequent
correspondence with  Henry VII which they have  deemed  to be treacherbus
to King James.  This  is a nationalistic nineteenth or twentieth century View
taken  with the  benefit  of  hindsight  of  subsequent events,  and is not tenable. if
we accept him as Henry’s man at this  time  and consider the tenor of  contempb:
rary diplomatic  conventions which allowed nations to  exchange ambassadors
whilst  engaging in hostilities.

Whatever the nioeties of the matter, Ramsay’s' surviving letters51 leave no
doubt that  he  was, or  purported  to be, sending intelligence and  reporting on
his  efi'orts  at  influence  and subversion and it is diflicult to accept how he could
have  had  confidence  to  commit such  material to  parchment  without  diplomatic
immunity.  The first  letter refersto  a plot to  kidnap or  perhaps  murder
Warbeck:  ‘  Please it  your Grace concerning the matter  that  Master Wyot' laid
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to me I have  been busy about  it and my lord of  Buchan  takes  upon  him the
fulfilling of it, if it be  possible  and  thinks  best  now in the  long night within
his  tent  to  enterprise  the matter...’ ‘  Wyot’ is of  course Henry’ s  Clerk of
the  Crown  Jewels who  continues  to  double  as  a  diplomat. One of  Ramsay’ s
duties  was to  deliver  a  crossbow as  a  present  from  Henry to James’ brother.
‘  He  commends  his  service  humbly to your Grace and says he  intends  to do
you! Grace service and will not for  ought  the  King can do  come  to this  host
against  your Grace. The  ‘host’ was the  projected  invasion of the English
marches  by James in  support  of  Watbeck’s  claim.

The second and  longer letter begins  by giving us  some clue  as to John
Ramsay's status. ‘  Sir  I  commend my service  humbly to‘ your Highness  and
all this long time I  have remained  under respite and assurance within the r'ealm
of  Scotland  and  must  in the court about the King giving attendance and  making
labours  to do your grace the  best  service  I  can and have full oft times solicited
the King's Highness and all the well advised lords of this Realm to leave the
favour and support  they give to this feigned  boy.  . ..’ It was  clear  however
that no  persuasion  would  deflect  King James from his intent:  ‘ this simple
wilfullness can not be removed out of the  King’ s  mind for no  persuasion  or
means, I  trust  verily that God wills he be punished by your  means  for the
cruel cement  of the  murder  of his  father’

Ramsay goes  on to  describe  an  agreement between  Warbeck and James'
council that  he  should  surrender Berwick and pay the  Scots  50,000 marks  in
consideration  of their assistance in  ‘bringing him to the English  throne  f.
The visits of  French  and Flanders  envoys  are recounted. The  first brought
an  offer  from the  French  king to  mediate  between Scotland and England and
take  Perkin Warbeck 011' James’ hands for  a hundred  thousand  crowns which
was  rejqcted. Although  Ramsay.‘ stood  by when the King received  him in
presence  of  Perkin ’  it is clear from the wording of the  letter  that he was not
privy to the discussions with the second  visitor." The  letter  concludes with
items  of military intelligence:  ‘All  the  shipmen  and  inhabitants  of the haven
towns are .passed with the  King by land ’  leaving them vulnerable to an English
naval  attack.  The castle of Edinburgh is little provided with  ordnance  and
Ramsay gives an inventory. The assembling army is  short  of victuals and
will have to  return  within  a  few days. He advises  Henry:  ‘  That  it would
please your Grace  after  their  entry into England  [the  Scots  army] that the
folks of  Northumberland  and the bishopric  [Durham] rate it to the  head  of
Northumberland westward and so  come  northward not straight  upon  the  Scots
host  but sideways  until  they were but alike north and  south upon  them and
then  I would your said folks fell' m on their backs and  before  them to  encounter
them  the power of Yorkshire”

The" lgnominious failure  of the  campaign  and  Warbeck’s  gleparture  from
Scotland in July, 1497, are too well known to require  repetition here.  The
efforts of Ramsay, Pedro  de Ayala, the  Spanish  and French ambassadors and
others  seem  eventually to have  taken efi'ect  and  after  a further half- hearted
campaign in  support  of Warbeck' 1n July and August, a  new 7-year truce was
concluded at  Aytoun  on  30th  September, 1497.  The spring of  1497  saw the
apparent completion  of  Ramsay’s re-assimilation  into the  Scottish  Cqurt  when
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on 17th April,  King James granted ‘  remission  and  rehabilitation’ from  his
attainder by letters  patent  under the Great Seal.“2 Later  that month  he was
granted  the  lands  of Tealing and Polgarvie, Forfarshire, for life,53 and on
4th  August, at the unsuccessful  siege  of the English  stronghold  of  Norham,
the King gave  him nine  rose  nobles.“ Later in the following year  with  the
English  problem  resolved, James IV  turned  his attention to the anarchy of
the  Western Isles  and  Ramsay accompanied  him as royal  purse bearer.

It is  thus  clear that  some time  during 1497—98 Ramsay must have satisfied
himself that  James had  taken  no active or  willing part in his  father’s murder
because  thereafter  he resumed his  interrupted  career in the  service  of the
Scottish  monarchy and no evidence of further trafl‘icking with England  survives.
In May, 1498,  he obtained the grant of  a house  and garden in the  Cowgate,
Edinburgh, and in  September  he received the lands of Terrenzeane in Ayrshire.
On 6th  November,  1500, he obtained from the  King further  land in Edinburgh
‘ for his  good  service 255

In the first decade of the  sixteenth  century John Ramsay continued  to
hold  high office, notably as an auditor of the  Exchequer.“ In 1507 the  Register
of the Privy Seal  of Scotland records ‘A  lettre  made to Johne  Ramsay, son and
heir of one William  Ramsay of the Corstoun, his heirs and  assigns; of the gift
of all  manner  of Ward,  relief  and non-entries that pertaining or may pertain
to the King of the lands of Corstoun with all the appurtenances  lying within
the sherrifdommf Fife by the  decease  of Janet  Ramsay lady of  Carnoch, etc.’5"
Thus did he  return  to the family lands.

Ramsay’s  service  to James IV was finally acknowledged in 1510 by:
‘  the  King for his  good  service and  special  favour grants to his Knight of
the  body John  Ramsay of  Terrenzeanc  and his  heirs;  the lands and  barony
of Balmain.  . .353 It is  questionable  whether John Ramsay  appreciated  the
irony of the situation which arose in  1512  and 1513 when his diplomatic
services  were required once again—as Scottish  ambassador to the  court  of
Henry VIII.” In these latter years  there  is no question of his allegiance for
it  seems  that he died unrecorded with  many  others in his sovereign’s  host  on
a bleak moor called Flodden on the English  side  of the  March. That  is all
we can deduce from  a  laconic entry in the  Exchequer  roll recording a  lease
of land to one William  Ramsay son of  John Ramsay of Balmain ' Qui  obiit
in  beIIo  ’.°°
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